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Mathematics Assessment (CfE) - Level 3

(MTH 3 - 20b)

When analysing information or collecting data of my own, I can use my under-
standing of how bias may arise and how sample size can affect precision, to 
ensure that the data allows for fair conclusions to be drawn.(3-20b).  
I can find the mean, median, mode and range of sets of numbers, decide 
which type of average is most appropriate to use.(part 4-20b).

1. Find the range of these numbers :-    94,  36,  65,  32,  95,  29,  47,  22,  25.

2. Determine the mode for this currency list :-  

£3,   £4,   £3,   £5,   £4,   £3,   £3,   £4,   £7,   £4,   £7,   £4,   £7.  

3. Find the median temperature :-     2°C,  –2°C,  1°C,  6°C,  –5°C,  7°C,  12°C,  14°C,  8°C,  –9°C.

4. Calculate the mean amount :-    

£0·50,   £0·60,   £0·80,   £0·50,   £1·00,   £0·70,   £1·10,   £0·40.

5. Mary and Joe’s father promised to buy them a new game controller if both of
them scored an average (mean) of 85% or more in their first five maths tests.

Mary scored  68%,  97%,  95%,  83%  and  87%  in her tests.

Joe got  92%,  84%,  72%,  86%  and  81%  in his.

Should they get the new controller ?  (Explain) !

6. Shown is the money earned by two boys washing cars one evening.

a Write down the modal amount earned by each boy.

b Give a reason why it is unfair to compare their earnings by using the mode.

7. Here are the prices quoted by ten computer shops to repair a broken PC.

a Find the median and the mean price quoted.

b Why should the mode not be used in a case like this ?

8. The mean cost of five pairs of trainers is £52.

Four of the pairs are priced £55, £48,  £54 and £49.

What does the 5th pair cost ?

Alan

Dave

£2   £4   £2   £2   £2   £5   £3   £2   £6    

£1   £3   £3   £4   £1   £2   £3   £3   £4

£45    £60    £70    £75    £90    £78    £72   £155   £80    £45


